
Circle Sayings
1. Draw lines on the square piece of Lemon Lolly Cardstock using the Lemon Lolly Stampin’ Write Marker 

(brush tip), then punch two half circles.
2. Stamp the sentiment in Blueberry Bushel ink on the square piece of Basic White Cardstock, then punch 

(you do not need the full circle).
3. Score the piece of Azure Afternoon Cardstock at 1" (2.5 cm), 1-1/2" (3.8 cm), 4" (10.2 cm), and 4-1/2" (11.4 cm). 

In the center, stamp the sentiment in Blueberry Bushel ink.
4. Fold the sides underneath (following the scoring). Trim the ends to create the flagged edge. Glue the 

folded sides to secure them.
5. Fold the card base and adhere all pieces as shown. Use Stampin’ Dimensionals behind the banner and 

white half circle pieces.
6. Add Lemon Lime Twist embellishments.
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Earthen Textures
1. On a sheet of Watercolor Paper, stamp the vase image twice and the sentiment image once in Blueberry 

Bushel ink. Then stamp the foliage image in Lemon Lime Twist ink.
2. Die cut all the stamped images. Use the vase die to cut out the sentiment. Also die cut the fan piece from 

the same sheet. 
3. Use the medium tip Water Painter to blend the ink on the vase pieces. Set aside to dry.
4. Scribble some ink from the Pecan Pie Stampin’ Write Marker onto a clear block. Use the Water Painter to 

pick up the ink and color the foliage piece. 
5. Color the fan piece with Lemon Lime Twist ink. 
6. Scribble some ink from the Lost Lagoon Stampin’ Write Marker onto a clear block. Use the Water Painter to 

pick up the ink and color the fan piece. 
7. Fold the card base and adhere the pieces as shown. 
8. Add Blueberry Bushel embellishments.
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Heartfelt Hexagon
1. Try a new partial punch technique: insert the square piece of Basic White Cardstock through the outside 

window of the punch. Push all the way down so that only the bottom of the cardstock piece is punched. 
Stamp the sentiment in Blueberry Bushel ink.

2. Punch out two full hexagons from Basic White Cardstock. Punch out three half hexagons (horizontal) from 
Lemon Lime Twist, Azure Afternoon, and Berry Burst Cardstock.

3. Stamp the dotted outline image and five small flowers in Lemon Lime Twist ink on the Lemon Lime Twist 
punched piece. 

4. Color the dotted outline stamp with the Azure Afternoon Stampin’ Write Marker and stamp on the Azure 
Afternoon punched piece. Repeat with the Berry Burst marker and punched piece. 

5. Adhere the Berry Burst piece to a full Basic White punched piece. Adhere the strip of Bubble Bath card-
stock. Adhere the Azure Afternoon piece to the other full Basic White punched piece. Adhere the strip of 
Lemon Lolly cardstock. Trim the edges.

6. Adhere the Lemon Lime Twist piece to the sentiment piece.
7. Fold card base and adhere all pieces as shown using Stampin’ Dimensionals. Cut off any pieces that hang 

over the card front.
8. Add Berry Burst embellishments.
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